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ABSTRACT: Nanoporous platinum electrode thin films were delami-
nated from yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrates via double
cantilever beam delamination to reveal the structure located at the
interface between electrode and electrolyte. The thermally driven
morphological evolution between the electrode top surface and the
substrate contact interface of agglomerated nanoporous platinum thin
films were compared. We found the temperature required for significant
agglomeration to occur was approximately 100 °C higher at the
electrolyte contact interface side than at the top surface side. Judging the
reaction active site from the electrode top surface could be inaccurate
because higher resistance of thermal agglomeration at the interface could
retain the reaction active site during fuel cell operation.
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Nanoporous platinum thin films deposited on yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrates as cathodes for

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) have important applications
in miniature solid-state electrochemical devices, such as oxygen
sensors and micro solid oxide fuel cells (μ-SOFCs).1,2 μ-SOFCs
use a combination of nanoscale thin film components including
a freestanding YSZ electrolyte membrane and two porous thin
film electrodes that sandwich the YSZ electrolyte. Because the
thickness of the electrolyte is significantly minimized, the ohmic
resistance of ion/proton transportation is also significantly
reduced; therefore, a good device performance even at very low
temperatures is possible.3−5

For μ-SOFCs operated at temperatures below 500 °C, the
sluggish ORR at the cathode becomes the most rate-limiting
process. The oxygen incorporation from the Pt electrode into
the YSZ electrolyte at the vicinity of the Pt/YSZ/O2 junctions
(or the triple phase boundaries, TPBs) is believed to be one of
the slowest ORR steps.6 Because the interface between the Pt
thin-film electrode and YSZ electrolyte is two-dimensional, the
effective TPBs for ORRs are only located at the Pt pore
boundaries on the surface of the YSZ substrate (i.e., TPBs).
Therefore, a high density of TPB sites at the Pt/YSZ contact
interface is critical in order to obtain high device performance.
The platinum electrode thin films for μ-SOFCs are usually

deposited on YSZ via sputtering at high Ar pressure and low
DC power in order to generate a high density of nanoscale

pores within the film,7 and the resulting pore sizes are in the
range of a few to tens of nanometers.8 These nanoscale pores
are poor in maintaining thermal stability, which inevitably
results in decreased TPB densities. Therefore, knowing
precisely the microstructural morphology of porous Pt
electrodes at the Pt/YSZ contact interface and how the
morphology evolves with increasing operating temperatures will
provide important information to engineer the nanostructure of
electrodes with better thermal stability.
The observation of thermally driven morphological evolution

of micrometer-scale pores in Pt thin film electrodes is not
new,8−12 but the observation of nanoscale pores is rare. In these
studies, Pt electrodes with micrometer pores were prepared via
depositing a thick and dense film, followed by thermal
annealing at very high temperatures (650−800 °C) to generate
micrometer-scale pores (Figure 1a). The TPB densities were
then estimated by counting the line density of the pore
perimeters in an SEM image of the electrode “top view”,13 and
the dense part of the film is assumed to have little or no
contribution to the effective TPB sites because the oxygen bulk
diffusion through Pt is insignificant compared with the oxygen
surface diffusion. For Pt thin film electrodes with micrometer-
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scale pores, relatively low TPB densities of only few
micrometers per unit area (μm−1) were shown.9,10 However,
such estimation of TPB from electrode top view have been
undertaken with the assumption that the morphology at the top
surface is identical to that at the Pt/YSZ contact interface,
which is only valid if all the pores are through-holes across the
electrode thickness.
On the other hand, the Pt electrodes for the application of μ-

SOFCs have pores in nanometers to tens of nanometers scale
and are typically deposited directly as “porous” films. A very
high density of nanoscale features, such as nanocracks,
nanopores, and grain boundaries within the Pt electrode thin
film, and a high density of effective TPB in the range of tens of
micrometers per unit area (μm−1) is usually obtained. However,
these nanoscale features can be nonperforating through the
electrode film and are therefore not visible from electrode top
view, but still function as effective TPB sites (Figure 1b). In this
case, the estimation results of TPB densities by viewing the top
morphology of the electrode can no longer represent the actual

microstructural contacts at the Pt/YSZ interface that contribute
to the effective TPBs. Recently, Ryll et al. reported a significant
contribution of the effective TPB within a apparently dense
electrode with thicknesses of 15−360 nm.10 They compared
the impedance data between two dense electrodes and
proposed the existence of “nanoscopic” TPBs (e.g., grain
boundaries, invisible cracks, or combinations thereof) that are
not visible from the electrode’s top surface but are oxygen-
permeable and can function as effective ORR sites. However, it
is likely that the dense films prepared by Ryll et al. in their
experiments were not completely dense and actually contain a
high density of nanoscale features that were not visible from the
electrode top surface. From their cross-sectional view and tilted
backside view of a thin film Pt electrode, nanoscale cracks
seemed to exist under the dense films, but a clear image was not
available in their results.
The thermal agglomeration behavior between the electrode

top and YSZ interface is expected to be different because the
unbounded surface Pt is free to migrate under the effect of heat,
whereas the bonded interfacial Pt to the YSZ substrate is
constraint to migrate. However, the information on how
different is such behavior between the two sides of the
electrode remains lacking. Therefore, to obtain information on
the Pt morphology at the Pt/YSZ interface is necessary for μ-
SOFCs using porous Pt as electrodes. It is important to
accurately identify the critical temperature at which the
nanoscopic TPB density significantly decreases in order to
determine the highest suitable operating temperature for such a
device.
In this work, the necessity of the direct electrode

morphology observations of the nanoscale pores for these
two-dimensional TPB systems at the Pt/YSZ interface is
demonstrated. A delamination method based on double
cantilever beam (DCB) technique is applied to neatly
delaminate the porous Pt thin film from YSZ substrate in
order to reveal the hidden interfacial morphology of Pt. DCB
technique allows precise control of delamination up to atomic-
thin monolayer along the targeted interface.14,15 Because the
load applied during the delamination is in the normal direction
to the crack plane (mode I loading), the porous Pt thin film is
only delaminated by out-of-plane movements and it does not
experience shear forces. Therefore, the original interfacial
morphology at the Pt/YSZ interface can be preserved after
delamination. With the help of DCB delamination technique,

Figure 1. Different ways of porous Pt thin film preparation results in
different scale of pore-size and different film structure during TPB
study: (a) The Pt electrode is first deposited as a dense film followed
by high temperature annealing to generate pores in the thin film. The
pore formed is micrometer-scale and perforated. (b) Porous Pt thin
film is deposited directly with nanometer-scale pores and treated at the
lower temperatures to study morphological evolution. There are
nonperforation pores hiding beneath.

Figure 2. DCB delaminating process of nanoporous Pt from an YSZ substrate. (a) Porous Pt was deposited on YSZ; (b) dummy silicon strip with
epoxy adhesive was bonded on Pt top surface; (c) delamination of porous Pt film from YSZ; (d) delaminated porous Pt film for interfacial
observation.
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the thermal agglomeration behaviors of the nanoscale pores
between the Pt top view and Pt/YSZ contact interface are
compared. The revealed interfacial TPB densities at various
annealing temperatures are also compared with fuel cell
performances using the annealed cathode.
Porous Pt films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering

on an YSZ thin film deposited on a silicon wafer (Figure 2a).
After deposition, the porous Pt thin films were purposefully
agglomerated via thermal annealing at 300, 400, 450, 500, and
600 °C in a tube furnace for 8 h. A dummy silicon strip with a
thick layer of epoxy adhesive was bonded on to the porous Pt
surface (Figure 2b), followed by delamination by a high
precision micromechanical DCB test system (Figure 2c, d).
The delamination is expected to occur at the Pt/YSZ interface
rather than at YSZ/Si3N4 or Si3N4/Si interfaces because of the
relatively weaker van der Waal bonding between Pt and YSZ.
The delaminated surfaces on both the YSZ side and Pt side
were examined and neither Pt residue on the YSZ surface nor
YSZ residue on the Pt surface was found. The experimental
details could be found in the Supporting Information, note S1.
The SEM images of the morphological evolution of porous

Pt with increasing annealing temperature are shown in Figure 3.
In the as-deposited Pt thin film (Figure 3a), a very high density
of short, narrow, and nanometer-scale cracks exist between the
larger, wider, and tens to hundreds of nanometers cracks. At
300 °C (Figure 3b), no apparent agglomeration was observed
at both the top and interface because the temperature remained
too low to activate the Pt migration. At 400 °C (Figure 3c), the
agglomeration became noticeable as the cracks at both the top
and interface merged and grew larger. As temperature
increased, as expected, the pore morphology evolution differed
significantly between the top and interface, particularly between
400 to 500 °C (Figure 3c−e). The smaller cracks inside Pt
clusters on the top appeared to have completely merged at 400
°C, whereas those at the interface predominantly remained, and
not until the temperature increased to 500 °C did the smaller
cracks complete the merging. That is, the smaller cracks at the
interface merged at 100 °C higher (500 °C) than those at the

top surface (400 °C). This is due to the bonding force between
the Pt and YSZ substrate that limits the mobility of the Pt
particles so that the interfacial nanocracks is more resistant to
thermal agglomeration, and the 100 °C of temperature
difference value can be different if another electrolyte substrate
with different wettability with Pt is used. As the temperature
increased to 600 °C (Figure 3f), the cracks grew larger and
wider both on the top and at the interface, and the
morphologies were also similar without an apparent difference
in TPB density. We estimated the variation of TPB density by
counting the number of pixels on the TPB length with ImageJ
software, as was the same method used by Wang et al.11 The
estimation of the as-deposited and 300 °C-annealed Pt were
not shown here since the software were not able to accurately
identified the TPB densities from very small cracks in the
images. The results quantified and summarized the line
densities of pore peripheral at all annealing temperatures
(Figure 3g). Previously, Wang et al. also observed the
nanoporous electrode agglomeration with various annealing
temperatures, but only by viewing on the electrode “top
view”.11 They concluded that the significant porosity drop due
to the merger of the nanoscale pores began at 400 °C, which
well agrees with our observations on the top surface. However,
here from our interface observation results, a high density of
nanoscale pores still remained at 400 °C to serve as effective
TPBs. Even at a higher temperature of 450 °C, the pore
densities at the interface were still higher than at the electrode
top. The difference of the TPB density trend between Pt−top
and Pt−interface can be explained as follows. As illustrated in
Figure 3h, because the Pt−top surface was not constrained, the
majority of the smaller cracks on the top surface will merged at
lower temperature of 450 °C, which led to a significant drop in
its TPB density. The TPB Pt−interface density remains high at
450 °C since the cracks were confined by the bonding to the
substrate. As temperature increased from 450 to 500 °C, the
majority of the smaller cracks at the Pt-interface merged
significantly and the TPB continued to drop, whereas the TPB
density decrease at Pt-top was less significant since the majority

Figure 3. SEM images of the nanoporous Pt morphologies viewed from the top and interfacial perspectives for (a) as-deposited electrode, and (b−f)
electrodes annealed at 300 to 600 °C. (g) TPB density as a function of annealing temperature by binary converted images method. (h) Illustration of
Pt agglomeration at 400−500 °C.
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of the smaller cracks have already merged at lower temper-
atures. Only until the annealing temperature reached 500 °C
and above, the TPB densities between the top and interface
become similar. Without the observation of TPB density at the
Pt/YSZ interface, one may try to keep the operating
temperature of micro-SOFCs using nanoporous Pt electrode
below 400 °C in order to avoid significant performance
degradation from pore agglomeration. Here with our direct
observation of TPB density at Pt/YSZ interface, one can opt to
operate the cell at up to 500 °C without losing the contribution
of TPBs from nanoscale pores significantly, and at the same
time benefit from faster electrode kinetics at higher temper-
ature.
We further characterized the annealed Pt thin films as SOFC

cathodes by AC impedance spectroscopy to correlate their
temperature-dependent performance with our morphological
observation. These annealed cathodes were deposited on a
⟨100⟩ single-crystalline YSZ electrolyte substrate with sputtered
porous Pt as the anode to form a single cell. The area specific
resistance (ASR) of four cells with cathode Pt thin film as-
deposited, annealed at 400, 500, and 600 °C is shown in Figure
4a. As expected, the ASR remained low before temperature

reached 500 °C but increased significantly at 600 °C. The high
ASR at 600 °C reflected the completed merging of nanoscale
cracks that can no longer contribute to cathode ORR. The ASR
at 500 °C is lower than expected, though, possibly because the
merger of nanoscale cracks was not complete, and the nearly
merged but invisible cracks still serve as effective TPB sites. The
fuel cell polarization curves (Figure 4b) also exhibited only a
small drop in performance from cathodes annealed at 400−500
°C but a significant drop from cathodes annealed at 500−600

°C. This also justified the cathode annealed at 500 °C and
below remains a high density of nanoscale TPBs for higher
device performance. The significant performance degradation
from 500 to 600 °C might have been caused by the elimination
of the invisible “nanoscopic” TPBs, as proposed by Ryll et al.,
being completed at 600 °C and caused a higher ASR of the
electrode with the TPB density decrease.10 By using the
delamination technique in this study, the invisible nanoscopic
TPBs and pores were identified to provide a better estimation
of the TPB density with annealing temperature. Further
identification of the geometrically nonmeasurable nanoscopic
TPBs such as grain boundaries might be observed by
combining the DCB delamination method with more advanced
imaging techniques such as atomic force microscopy or
scanning tunnelling microscopy.
In summary, the direct observations of the nanostructures at

the Pt/YSZ contact interface were revealed by using the DCB
method to delaminate the nanoporous Pt thin film from the
YSZ substrate. Significant morphological differences between
the Pt/YSZ interfaces were observed at annealing temperatures
between 400 and 500 °C, and the nanoscale pores at the Pt/
YSZ interface merged at 100 °C higher temperature that at the
top surface, showing better thermal stability of nanoscale TPB
pores at interface.
From the perspective of the crack dimensions, we propose

the pore agglomeration occurs in two stages. The first stage
occurs at temperatures at or below 500 °C, where the decrease
in the TPB density results from the merging of the nanometer-
sized smaller cracks. The second stage occurs as temperature is
higher than 500 °C, where nanometer-sized cracks have merged
completely, and the electrode agglomeration proceeded further
through the merging of existing pores into tens to hundreds of
nanometers size. To retain the thermal stability of μ-SOFCs
using a nanoporous electrode without significant degradation of
cell performance, the operating temperatures can be higher
than 400 °C but below 500 °C.
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